
England

Yes, dryness. 

I come to get my impoverishment

from you, collardust England

*

Regions upon regions upon regions

England does not matter to space

*

My father in his karate outfit
My uncle at the printing machine

Then the border girls come marching in

England: our Anaphylactic shock

*

It might be Anaphylactic shock but it will be our 
Anaphylactic shock

*

Break me up (England)
                       your national dog
is horse

*

my horse has stripes and is Plaid green
my horse grazes on the steps of the Senedd

betweentime we are
ankle-deep in cricket 



knee-deep in volcano

*

England, your stylised wedding pics

your truncated culture

The Prince of Denmark in Bombay

*

You England 
You Matter 
To Me You 
England You 
Matter, England 
You matter to 
Matter, me, England 
You Matter, England

in the same way skin gets crispy in the sun

in the same way as a copy of a copy of a copy

in the same way as the Return of the Repressed

*

extract english fingers from welsh hands from british 
arms
from brutish arms
from my european body from my brain

extract my bovril

extract the Victoria Line

the perfume of moss

*



You have been listening to

uncle Ben 
uncle Chris 
uncle Toby 
uncle Rhodri

*

Oh my fossil culture: Oh William of Orange, Oh how 
William of Normandy, Oh how William of Duchy and of
Kate.
William of Kate and of Duchy Bath Biscuits for Cheese.

*

Once there was David Blunkett in his castle in Sheffield.

Once, David of St David’s of David’s son Dafydd 
of Davies’s son
Of Davies now Davis now David Davis 
the big David C
the big Davidses and 
the big Davieses and their cousins

Oh Welsh longbowmen 
Oh the druids of Ynys Môn 

* 

I’d like to be seductive for how much more england do i 
need?

can i piss in this pint, yes, you can
like a festoon
 
like summer festive happening. like curly hair
not like curly fries, like 1980s perm
like 1980s poem, like Kate Bush hair



*

You matter to me Bhutan
           in some way

   never having been to you, come to you,

Born in a barn in Bhutan 
Verses
Born in a barn in Barnsley

Bhutanese Nationalism 
is still Nationalism

 *

Drunk my decaff diet coke today
Žižek would hate me

*

I look a bit Dutch,
I look a bit more Welsh, 

Whatever, England’s wedgefuck
Whatever
the demarcation 
of where England’s enforcement 
Where England has been
around England’s edges
around the toothy coasts 
where shipwrecks 
where enforcement is wrecking

*

nothing glorious in its fishing industry 
a frenzy, nothing glorious 

I have never been to St Ives
I have never watched a live football match or cricket



So…
glint
glint
remove this culture from my eye

*

So
wedge wedge
deliver me into volcano

*

Imagine not being haunted by another language

Imagine not being haunted by another
another culture
an other

* 

another
grievance

*

my  country 
my  fellow fucks
my  ownership 

they don’t owe you

*

All knees down now for Richard III
our challenging times and each different times
and challenges, anyway

I come to collect my horse



I come to collect my

grievance

I come to collect my propaganda
my closed circles

*

England, I need to make a list of everything

*

Yer olde Ange Land 
Wlad wlad

Granny was an Angeland
Wlad wlad

No matter me Engeland
Wlad wlad

Granny was a little Dutch girl
Wlad wlad

until she was a refugee
Wlad wlad

Little Angle land in
Wlad wlad

Yer Olde Tenby wash maid
Wlad wlad

Little England beyond Wales
Wlad wlad

West England v Portugal
Wlad wlad

no matter to me England
never mind England

*

�ngiltere

Yer old ingilizce saesneg hapus



Yer old kick at the AngleSea         Im mig grants

*

Hi the England of Giles Clarke

Hi to Giles Clarke bundled out of the country on a raft

Hi to Giles at
West Country Business Systems
at Liquor barn
at Pet City
at Boston Tea Party
Pure Water plc
CCI International – the clay pigeon equipment 
manufacturer
Stepstone, the online career portal

*

The bards sung poems in Welsh and this kept the Welsh 
connected,
the aim was to rid the isle of the invaders!!

Wayne Rooney Rayne Wooney

*

De unification all day long

*

Proper England style sausages
Proper Ulster flesh
Proper England says sausage

All Day Long

*



For Brexit, see Wrexham.
For politics, see Thanet.
For Euro(re)generation, see Blaenau.

The curse of the dinosaurs.
For Britain, see England.
For EU, see markets. 

For England, see Wales

the face of Engald
the face of Enge-old
Old-Enge-land
Olde-Anglo-Walisisch
the shrivelled balls

The logo for our new country is a vessel
with a flag
in the Atlantic


